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Warren Carpenter  
 Warren Carpenter has been 
a homebuilder since the mid 
1970’s.  Since 1999 his passion has 
been woodturning.  Primarily turn-
ing large to medium bowls (both 
regular and irregular shapes), he 
has developed a technique of in-
serting walnut shell sections into 
bowl edge imperfections.  His 
work is in numerous galleries and 
he has participated in many shows.   

 Warren began with a typical 
tree section and how to orient 
your turning in “the tree.”  The 
log is halved with a chain saw and 
each half rounded on the band saw.  
Warren used a series of pre-cut discs of various 
diameters to aid in forming a rounded shape to each 
half log -- the first in preparation for a regular bowl 
and the second for a natural edge bowl.   

 The first rounded cherry piece was 
placed between centers.  Turning began by em-
ploying a comfortable stance, a light hold on the tool 
and a gradual approach to the wood.  The tailstock 
end of the piece was shaped.  Locking the head-
stock, rocking the piece, then tightening the tail-
stock, decreases slippage by driving the prongs fur-
ther into the piece.  Once rounded, the outside 
shape is determined.  A tenon and shoulder was 
then formed on the piece.  Warren undercut the te-
non to aid in the drying process.  The piece was 
then reversed and placed in the chuck. The interior 
was shaped using the Ellsworth grind gouge and 
riding the bevel.  A uniform wall thickness is desired 
and the thickness depends on the wood species 
(i.e.:  pecan – thick, maple – thinner).  At this point 
the piece was entered into the drying process.  CA 

glue was applied to any checks in 
the piece.  The glue was allowed to 
run down into the checks. Accel-
erator was then applied.  Warren 
then sprayed concentrated 
lemon juice on the piece to pre-
vent mold and mildew.  Various 
drying methods were discussed.  
Occasionally Warren turns off a 
small amount of wood from both 
the inside and outside of the piece 
during the drying process.  This 
seems to cut down on subsequent 
mold and mildew formation – 
probably because the moisture 
content has been decreased.   

 Next discussed was the remounting of the 
dry pieces using the jam chuck.  The tenon was 
then re-shaped with the one-quarter inch spindle 
gouge.  This prepared the piece for further turning. 

 Next, a natural edge bowl was formed us-
ing the other half of the previously cut tree cross 
section.  Warren turned and Joe Ruminski did the 
commentary.  This showed the turning in real time.  
The piece was placed between centers – the bark to 
the headstock end.  The tailstock end was rounded 
to form the exterior of the bowl.  The tool rest was 
kept as close to the piece as possible.  The bark 
edge was cut toward the bottom of the bowl in order 
to keep the bark on the rim.  The tenon and shoul-
der were then formed – the piece reversed and 
placed in the chuck.  The interior of the bowl was 
then turned.  (As much “meat” as possible is left in 
the bottom of the bowl when turning the rim areas.  
This prevents flexing of the walls as they become 
thinner.)  The piece was then reversed on a jam 
chuck and the bottom refined.   
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  Warren opened the afternoon session with a discussion of sharpening, i.e.:  the Wolverine System 
vs. the David Ellsworth jig.  The important thing needed with either is consistency so that the same grind 
(angle) is gotten each time.  A guide can be made so that you can switch from grinder to grinder and still get 
the same grind.  

 A previously turned holly bowl that had dried was put in the jam chuck.  The tenon was re-cut and the 
piece placed in the chuck. The outside was trued using light cuts.  The outline was defined so that it curved 
into the base to produce a pleasing shape.  The outer surface was shear cut.   The inside was then turned 
and refined.  The edge of the piece was not refined at this time because Warren will place a walnut section 
as a decorative and cosmetic touch in a small defect in the rim.  The interior was not refined to the bot-
tom until the upper portion was thinned in order to prevent chattering or movement of the walls when turning.  

There was a small defect in the rim.  This area, both inside and outside, was sprayed with lac-
quer to prevent the subsequent use of CA glue and accelerant from staining the wood.  A native wal-
nut was then sectioned on the band saw – slightly off the center of the nut.  The sectioned nut was laid on the 
bowl’s interior and the outline drawn around it.  The nut section was about one-third above the rim and two-
thirds below the rim.  The rim of the bowl was shaped with the bandsaw and the area to receive the walnut 
insert removed with the band- saw.  The edge of the insert area 
was cut with a jagged edge to better blend in with the walnut sec-
tion when placed in the insert area.  The walnut section was then 
taped in place with clear packing tape.  The tape was placed on the 
interior surface of the bowl.  Walnut dust (from sanding walnut 
bark) was poured into the small spaces between the nut section 
and the insert edge.  CA glue was applied to the dust – accelera-
tor was used after the aforemen- tioned spaces had been filled.  The 
tape was removed from the inte- rior of the bowl.  CA glue was ap-
plied to the corresponding areas on the outside of the piece and, 
again, accelerator used.  The edge of the bowl was sanded on a 
sanding belt to smooth off the bandsaw cut.  Warren strives for a 
graceful curve approaching the walnut insert.  The walnut piece 
was then sanded flat so it blended into the outer surface of the bowl – this also was done on the belt sander.  
The piece was sanded to 400 grit inside and out and along the edge.  The meat from the walnut was then 
picked out with a dental tool.  The piece was reversed and jam-chucked between centers.  Prior to chucking, 
the bottom thickness was measured.  The foot was refined and the shoulder blended into the side of the 
bowl.  It was sanded with the lathe in reverse using the various grits up to 400.  The piece was removed from 
the chuck and the nubbin removed from the bottom of the foot.  The foot was branded (website listed at end 
of article), labeled and dated (Micron pen used). 

 Finishing was then discussed.  (Warren used a series of bowls at various stages of the 
process for the demonstration.)  He rubbed the bowl with Liberon 4-0 steel wool then poured some Liberon 
finishing oil on a folded up piece of the steel wool and rubbed the oil into the bowl surface.  Immediately after 
the oil was applied Warren waxed the bowl with Renaissance wax (different wax can be used) to seal in the 
oil.  The next day the wax will be rubbed off with the Liberon steel wool and more oil applied with steel wool 
but the piece is not waxed again.  The following day the bowl will be lightly steel wooled then buffed to the 
final finish with a Beall buffer (for the demonstration a Beall buffer was put in the headstock) with White Dia-
mond compound.  This completed the holly walnut insert bowl. 

 Next, Warren demonstrated his rolling pin using maple and cherry.  Two pieces were 
glued together with CA glue to keep them together while cutting with the bandsaw.  The piece was cut and 
the two halves separated.  The piece was then put together with veneer between them and reglued.  Plugs 
would then be made with veneer surrounding them to further decorate the rolling pin.  For more details of the 
rolling pins refer to the tape that will be available in the club library. 

 Sources:www.Brandnew.net - Branding iron;  www.woodfinishingsupplies.com - Liberon 
products;  CPH International:  1-800-900-4583 – CA glue. 

             Bob Gunther 
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 I had a great time demonstrating at our February 
meeting, but why not, I was doing two of my favor-
ite things: turning wood and talking about turn-
ing with a group of my friends!  I look forward to 
doing it again someday.  Honestly, that was my first 
catch ever! 

This month’s demonstrator will be Michael Mode, 
from Vermont.  Michael Mode makes turned wood 
vessels with lids that reflect his fascination with the 
art and architecture of India and the Middle East. 
Color, geometric surface designs, unusual and ex-
otic woods, gracefully confident forms, fine finishing, 
attention to detail, and integrity of craftsmanship are 
equally important and significant to Michael. He has 
taught aspects of his woodturning skills at American 
Association of Woodturners symposiums, Arrowmont 
School for Arts and Crafts, and other craft schools 
around the country. He has written articles for Fine 
Woodworking, American Woodworker, and wood 
magazines. His work is featured in various books 
about woodturning and woodworking.  Michael's 
work has been purchased for several museum col-
lections, as well as many of the private collections in 
the United States. 

 Each year in March we remove from our active 
status the names of members who have not re-
newed.  If you have not renewed, do so now to keep 
privileges of membership, i.e. newsletter and library.  
Our annual membership dues are $25 per individual, 
$35 per family or $10 for students.  I would ask you 
to look at the value of membership and consider 
joining as a Supporter ($100), Sponsor ($500), or a 
Patron ($1000).  Your contributions will help us bring 
in the best demonstrators in the world.  CMW is a 
501(c)(3) nonprofit charitable organization. A very 
special thanks to Roger Shiley, Anatoly Tsiris, 
Stan and Connie Stockdale, Richard Short, and 
Ray Jones who joined our group of “Supporters” 
and they bring to 36, our total of very special 
people in CMW’s “Above and Beyond.” 

 Lee Davidson is collecting names and address 
of schools in the area so that she can send them a 

letter to invite the students to come to our meetings 
and discover woodturning.  Please help by sending 
Lee a list of the schools in your area. (david-
son@redfoxtv.tv)  In an effort to get the youth of our 
communities more involved, we added a Student 
Membership for a registered, full time student.  
These students can now become a member and 
enjoy all the privileges of membership for $10 per 
year.  We all need to spread the news and get our 
youth excited about woodturning. 

 This week Joe Ruminski and Darrel Copeland 
received notice that they had been accepted 
into the Southern Highlands Craft Guild.  This is 
a major honor and an indication that both Joe and 
Darrel have become excellent woodturners.  We 
look forward to seeing more great turnings from 
each of you. 

 At our meeting in February, it was my privileged to 
present the "Presidents Award for Volunteer Ser-
vice to Carolina Mountain Woodturners" to Car-
los Kennedy.  Carlos has been one of the main 
forces behind our show production each meeting.  
Carlos “knows the ropes” or in this case the “wires” 
that connect all the TVs, monitors, DVD, cameras, 
and the other things that none of us have any idea 
what they are for!   Just recently, Carlos, with the 
help of others, built new cabinets under our large 
monitors.  Thank you Carlos, you are a real asset to 
CMW. 

  

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

 Warren Carpenter 
 

  President’s  
Message  

 March, 2005 



Reminder:  This months meeting is on April 9th, 
the second Saturday, not the usual third Saturday of 
the month. 

Joe Ruminski will be publishing a list for safety 
rules and practices.  Please contact Joe with your 
suggestions.  

     Joe is also asking for volunteers as reporters 
to help in writing articles for our newsletter.  Several 
people have already stepped up.  Please contact Joe 
if you have any interest.  Also,  we need volunteers 
to help with refreshments, with the Hospice Tree Pro-
ject and with the AAW collaborative project which will 
go to the National Symposium in Overland Park, 
Kansas in July. 

“Hands on days,”  basic woodturning lesions 
have been scheduled for March, April and June.  
There are a few spots left, so contact Joe Ruminski if 
you are interested in participating. 

Paul Vonk wants to remind you of our discussion 
board via e-mail.  Please use it frequently.  He is also 
asking for assistance with the web site for both CMW 
and AAW if you have knowledge of “Pearl Script.” 
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  People, places and things…. 

March 19, 2005    Michael Mode (Vermont) 
April 9, 2005      Michael Hosaluk  
(Saskatchewan) 
May 21, 2005       Merryl Saylan (California) 
June 18, 2005       David Nittman (Colorado) 
July 16, 2005        Todd Hoyer and Haley Smith 
         (Arizona) 

Above and Beyond 

President’s message continued from page 3. 

A small miracle has transpired and the CMW library 
is now bar-coded, which should make checkouts 
and returns faster and record keeping easier. There 
are a lot of people to thank in making this happen.  
Those included in the transition were Joe Ruminski, 
Mike Fiantaca, Lee Holt, Paul Rhudy, Gary Bills, and 
Bob Heltman. 

Rude Osolnik's family has asked Carolina Moun-
tain Woodturners to award the Osolnik Scholar-
ship to Arrowmont for 2005. The scholarship is pri-
marily for youth or those demonstrating economic need 
with emphasis in the woodturning field but not to ex-
clude the other media fields.  This Scholarship is for 
tuition of $460.  The Board of Directors of CMW will add 
up to $300 to cover room and board.  If you or some-
one you know (must be 18 or older) would like to be 
considered for this scholarship, please contact me for 
an application that needs to be returned to me by 
March 11, 2005.  A committee will review all applica-
tions and make the final decision.  The recipient will be 
expected to write an article for CMW's use describing 
their experience at Arrowmont. 

I look forward to seeing each of you at our meeting 
on March 19th.   Warren Carpenter 

Aug. 20, 2005       Jack Slenz (New Mexico) 
Sept. 17, 2005       Auction 
Oct.  15, 2005       Marilyn Campbell (Ontario) 
Nov. 19, 2005       Clay Foster (Texas) 

Dec. 17, 2005       Myron Curtis (Virginia) 

SCHEDULE OF DEMONSTRATORS 

Patron $1000: 

Will Durant  

John Hill  

Brad and Debbie Packard 

Supporters  $100 or more: 

Ed Anderson, Ted Connors, Bill Crum, Pete D’Angona, 
David Datwyler, Lee Eldredge, Daniel Freeman, Leon 
Galloway, Robert Gunther, Jack Hasting, Bob Heltman, 
Bill Hyatt, Ray Jones, Carlos Kennedy, Jim Kelton, Ron 
Lane, Fred Lindsay, Arthur Mendelow, Dick Miller, Doug 
Nesbitt, Paul O’Connell, Bill Pate,  Dan Polzien, Bob 
Pruitt, Fred Ray, Aubrey Rogers, Bill Rucker, Roger 
Shiley, Stan and Connie Stockdale, Anatoly Tsiris, 
Robert Wolf, Bud Zalesky. 

Contributor $50: 

John Lamacraft 



February Instant Gallery 
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CAROLINA MOUNTAIN

Carolina Mountain Woodturners, an AAW Chapter, meets on the third Saturday of each month from 10 
AM to 4 PM at the Folk Art Center on the historic Blue Ridge Parkway just South of mile marker 382.  We 
host a woodturning demonstration (every month except September) in the Center’s auditorium at no 
charge for the day-long demonstration.  Since our inception in December 1999, CMW has proudly hosted 
the following demonstrators from around the world: Rodger Jacobs, Bill Johnston, Brad Packard, Ray 
Key, Rude Osolnik, Michael Hosaluk, Mark St.Leger, John Jordan, Mark Gardner, Nick Cook, Don Olson, 
Betty Scarpino, Alan Hollar, Stoney Lamar, Bonnie Klein, Rex Burningham, Trent Bosch, Jean-Francois 
Escoulen, Soren Berger, Lane Phillips, Charles Farrar, Willard Baxter, Bobby Clemons, Mike Mahoney, Jim 
McPhail, ,  Tom Crabb, Ron Fleming, David Ellsworth, Mick O’Donnell, Larry Hasiak , Alan Lacer, Elvie Jack-
son, Dave Hout, Dennis Liggett,  Binh Pho, Al Stirt, Gary Sanders, Michael Lee, Chris Ramsey, Pat Ma-
tranga, Bruce Hoover, Nelson Cassinger, Mark Sfirri, J. Paul Fennell, Lyle Jamieson, Jacques Vessery, Chris 
Stott, Alain Mailland, Christian Burchard, Michael Mocho, Andre Martel, Andi Wolfe, Nick Cook, Mark Gar-
dener and Warren Carpenter. 


